XR Chicago- statement upholding XRUS and the Fourth
Demand
Extinction Rebellion Chicago (XRC) is a growing group of activists formed in 2019
to demand, through creative and non-violent direct action, that the government
act now to stop climate catastrophe. We are proud to have an expanding
membership base, bringing people together from Chicago and beyond toward this
urgent goal. Our mission depends on friendship and mutual support between
members of diverse age, race, ethnicity, gender identity, sexual orientation, ability,
and class. We actively seek to decentralize our processes and form alliances with
environmental and social justice organizations to highlight the connections
between our various struggles for a sustainable and just future. We thus seek to
build an accountable, resilient culture within which trust is cultivated and
protected. We affirm that undoing oppressive systemsÂ requires listening to,
learning from, and advocating alongside historically silenced and marginalized
voices.
For these reasons, XR Chicago stands by the vision of justice embodied in our
fourth demand, which distinguishes XR US from XR in the UK. Our fourth demand
reflects our understanding that climate advocacy cannot succeed without
prioritizing the needs of frontline and indigenous communities and people of
color, who too often are denied environmental justice because of poverty,
neocolonialism, and institutional racism. These communities have fought the
longest and with the most radical engagement in the history of the climate
movement in the U.S. They have tended to have the least political power while
having the most at stake. The changes we need for radical CO2 emissions
reductions and the transition toward a carbon-neutral world will not be possible if
we do not work in cooperation with our neighbors in these communities. In light of
this we are honored to learn from, and stand alongside, the movements that have
long been fighting for a better future for us all: particularly environmental justice,
racial justice, labor rights, and immigration justice organizations.
We proudly stand for the fourth demand of Extinction Rebellion US: "a just
transition that prioritizes the most vulnerable people and establishes
indigenous sovereignty; establishes reparations and remediation led by and
for Black people, Indigenous people, people of color and poor communities
for years of environmental injustice, establishes legal rights for ecosystems
to thrive and regenerate in perpetuity, and repairs the effects of ongoing
ecocide to prevent extinction of humanity and all species, in order to maintain
a livable, just planet for all."

Solidarity, Love, Rage, and Rebellion for Life!

